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Galvanic Spa™ System II and
Galvanic Spa™ System II EX
Brings the spa to you

Product Overview
Expand your home spa experience. Rejuvenate your complexion,
revitalize your scalp, and refine your body with professional spa
treatments—no appointment necessary.
You’ve seen the results on celebrities and supermodels—but in the
real world, who has time for a visit to a day spa? If you forgo a visit
to a day spa because it can be time-consuming or costly, you may
be missing out on the remarkable health and beauty benefits of spa
treatments. Now you can bring more of the spa experience home
with the patented Galvanic Spa System.
Small, smart, and powerful, the programmable Galvanic Spa Instrument
with patented self-adjusting galvanic currents and interchangeable
heads—for the face, scalp, and body—works synergistically with
specially formulated products to facilitate the transport of key ingredients for optimal performance. Your radiant complexion; fuller,
healthier looking hair; and improved appearance will leave people
wondering how you find the time.

Target Audience
Primary:
• Skin-involved, image conscious women ages 25–65 who are
interested in spa quality treatments but struggle to justify the
time and expense associated with visiting a day spa.
Secondary:
• Men ages 25–65 who want healthy, abundant hair.
• Men ages 25–65 who are image conscious and somewhat skin
involved.

Benefits
•T
 reatments with the Galvanic Spa System Instrument lasting five
minutes or more can enhance the delivery of key ingredients for
up to 24 hours.
• The Galvanic Spa System features a proprietary, patented instrument with four interchangeable conductors:
	Face Conductor—offers all of the benefits of the original fixed
face conductor, while adding the flexibility of being removable for
other conductor use and other treatment applications.

	ScalpConductor—this comb-like conductor is easy to pull through
your hair, maintaining crucial contact between the conductor and
your scalp.
	Body Conductor—three rounded nodes maximize surface area
contact for wider coverage and better massaging action.
	Spot Treatment Conductor—this conductor head utilizes a flat,
smooth, oval shaped treatment node that centralizes surface contact
area. This node provides better contact with the skin and helps
deliver a more concentrated treatment.

Other Features
• Replaceable batteries—eliminates cords, adapters, and dependence
on electrical outlets.
• User-selectable polarity—increases the number of products for
use with the Galvanic Spa System.
• Flexible program timing—accommodates a wide range of
applications: scalp, face, body, and spot treatments.
• User-friendly handheld contact points—hand is in a natural,
comfortable position.
• Automatically adjusts to your skin—delivers the correct amount
of current for the most effective treatment.
• Two-year warranty—from original date of purchase.

Demonstration
Before performing this magnet demonstration, explain that all galvanic
instruments use electrical charges to facilitate the transport of key
ingredients for maximum benefit. An important characteristic of
electrical charges is utilized by these instruments—like charges
repel each other and opposite charges attract each other.
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If a key ingredient is negatively charged, the negative cycle of the
Galvanic Spa Instrument will repel this ingredient—facilitating its
transport. In the same way, if the ingredient is positively charged,
the instrument will facilitate transport when the cycle is positive. If
there are impurities within the skin that need to be pulled out, they
will be extracted with an opposite charge.
To demonstrate how Galvanic Spa System currents work synergistically with specially formulated products to facilitate the transport of
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Galvanic Spa™ System II and
Galvanic Spa™ System II EX
select key ingredients, use magnets on a magnetic board.
Follow the steps below:
1. Obtain a magnetized board and several magnets (it’s best if the
magnets are wheel-shaped so they will roll across the board).
2. Draw or paste a picture of a face onto the magnet board.
3. Place one of the wheel-shaped magnets on the edge of the face.
4. Connect two of the magnets to create a magnet slightly larger
than the one on the edge of the face.
5. Use the north pole of the larger magnet to push the north pole of
the smaller magnet onto the face. Explain that the Galvanic Spa
Instrument uses the polarities or charges of particles with the
charge of the head of the instrument to transport ingredients into
the skin.
6. Now, if you place the north pole of the larger magnet toward the
south pole of the smaller magnet, it will pull it out of the face.
Explain that this represents how the instrument can pull toxins
and impurities out of the skin with opposite polarities or charges.

FYI
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Not every person needs the same level of current. By having different
current levels (indicated by one, two, or three beeps), the Galvanic Spa
Instrument allows each user to have the most comfortable and effective experience possible. To correctly adjust the current level to
every individual, the instrument sends a controlled charge through
the skin and measures how long it takes for the charge to return to
the instrument. The amount of time it takes differs according to the
moisture content, electrolyte balance, and overall health of the skin.
The instrument then selects the level of current that will be most
comfortable for your skin. This simple process replaces the years of
training estheticians go through to effectively perform galvanic treatments in a spa setting.

Complementary Products
• Galvanic Spa Body Shaping Gel—works exclusively with the
Galvanic Spa Instrument and Body Conductor to target pockets of
fat and toxins for a firmer, more toned appearance.
•N
 utriol® Hair Fitness Treatment and Shampoo—developed with
patented technology, these advanced formulas remineralize the
scalp and hydrate the hair with Tricalgoxyl,® a clinically proven
seaweed derivative. Protect the future of your hair with Nutriol.
• Galvanic Spa Pre-Treatment and Treatment Facial Gels—when
your skin looks tired or stressed, a spa facial provides the revitalization you need.
• Tru Face® Line Corrector—in the ongoing search for key ingredients that may be paired with our exclusive Galvanic Spa technology, the Nu Skin Enterprises Research and Development team
has discovered a simple, but powerful connection with Tru Face
Line Corrector. When used with the positive current (two-fountain) setting on the Galvanic Spa instrument, the positively

charged peptide in Tru Face Line Corrector is more effectively
absorbed into the skin, helping to deliver enhanced results.

Frequently Asked Questions
How does the Galvanic Spa System differ from the new Galvanic
Spa System II?
The new Galvanic Spa System offers more flexibility than the old
Galvanic Spa System. With the Galvanic Spa System II or II EX,
you can choose not only the polarity (charge) of a treatment, but
also the length of time and the attachment. This allows you to easily
customize your home spa experience.
How long will the batteries last?
In-house testing showed that batteries in the Galvanic Spa instrument
lasted several months with normal usage.
Why does the Galvanic Spa instrument beep?
When you begin a treatment, you will hear one, two, or three beeps
as the instrument automatically sets the current level for your skin
type. You will also hear beeps at 20 second intervals during your
treatment. These beeps were added to let the user know the treatment is in progress because the instrument was designed to be silent
when in use. In addition, you will hear two beeps and a check mark
will appear in the instrument’s display when your treatment is complete.
The new instruments feel lighter than the last. Why is that?
Because Galvanic Spa II EX treatments can last up to five minutes,
the instrument was designed to be lighter to reduce muscle fatigue.
How do I change the conductor attachments?
To release a conductor: With your free hand on the conductor being
released, hold the instrument with the chrome activation panel facing
you and press on the release button firmly with your thumb until
the conductor is released from the instrument.
To attach a conductor: Hold the instrument with the display side up
and hold the conductor with the positioning indicator (small etch)
facing you. Press firmly to snap the conductor into place. If the
conductor fails to attach, make certain the conductor is positioned
correctly. Forcing the conductor could damage both the instrument
and the conductor. The instrument will not work unless the conductor is attached correctly.

To reduce the risk to your health: Check with your physician before
using the Galvanic Spa instrument or receiving a Galvanic Spa treatment
if you are pregnant, have a pacemaker, are epileptic, wear metal
braces on your teeth, or have a metal implant. The Galvanic Spa
instrument should not be used over an area with many broken
capillaries or over an inflamed or open wound.
* Use product only for its intended use as described in the
Galvanic Spa System Owner’s Manual.
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